Leadership Academy: Ethical Leadership and Civility

INTRODUCTION

Ethical leadership, anchored in transformational leadership theory, forms the basis for civility in the workplace. Embodying ethical leadership, ASHA’s focus on communication has resulted in research on declining civility nationally and its implications for members. This growing awareness has prompted ASHA to develop a suite of tools and resources for building and sustaining civility in the CSD professions. In this one-hour webinar, participants will explore ethical leadership, leadership purpose, and identifying ways to practice civility behaviors in their professional roles.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

You will be able to:
- Assess your career history to identify core elements of leadership platform
- Articulate your unique leadership purpose
- Translate ASHA civility principles into your professional behavior as leader

PROGRAM HISTORY and IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Recording date: October 27, 2021
End date: January 8, 2027

To earn continuing education credit, you must complete and submit the learning assessment on or before January 8, 2027.

This course is offered for 0.1 ASHA CEUs (Intermediate level, Related area).